
This investig~tion concerns 

~hich com_ rises a qunn~ity of an 

fission under t ~ action of fast n 

under the action of slo nelltrons. (This elemell~ ;;ill be calle the 

alement o the first category,) and n. quantit - oi' a.1 element like u255 

or el ment 94259 or u235 which is capable of undergo u fisnion under 

the act· on of slo neutrons. I a chai.n re!',ctlo 1 is r.mint3.ine 1 in a 

system. 1ich co tains a suitable qu:mtity of such elenents, an element 

o' the second category is produced £ro. the element o:l the .first category 

b· the capture of neutrons hich have been slo ·ed down bolo r the fission 

threshold of the element of the first categor.r. As the chain reaction 

progresses, a larger ( uuntity of un clenent of the secon category ay 

be formed from the element of the first categor:; ti1t:.n i:3 lost through 

fis;:don of the lements o!' the second category. 

According to this inv-.ntion a chain roac·tion ClUJ. be maintained, 

stabilized, and cont olled in system containing such c reactive mix-

ture and it ls not necessary to slow dovm the neutrons which form the 

links of the chain reaction by m ans of some lighter element . The pre

sence of' considerable quantities of light elements wit~in the system 

,ould on the contrary def at the 'lurpose oi' this lnventio.1, since it 

would inpedo the ,Jarticipation of the ele!Tlent o.f the first mtogory in 

the reaction. T~1e _ articipntion of t 1e element of thv first category 

in t'1e ronction L;, h')~ evor, es::;ential for the )reduction of a sufficient 

, 1ua·1titiy o" elenent of t'1e second category in the course o t!1e chain 

reaction. 





For L11st •nee, if ·ce Ltse 

e are f ced \·it'1 the i'ollo 1ing 

slig ··tly mure, are e itted if an atom of 94 undergoes fission under the 

action of a olo·~ or "ast ne' tron. Of t:1ese ne· trons OIL cutroL is needed 

to c~.rr~r on t·le ch in reaction. A fraction of a neutron leaks out of a 

c 1aln reacting system whereas the rer.:I"'ining fracti . of the originally 

emitted neutrons will be captured by u 258 and lead to the .reduction 

of a certain quantity of 94239. If 1e have a systen in · ich the fast 

neutron emitted in the fission procdSS of t e element 94 cannot cause 

muc'1 f1.. sian in u258 because they · re quickly slo.ved dolm belo r the 

fission threshold of u238' the ar..tount of 94 produced frau u258 would 

rtt bost just about slightly overcow. ensate the element 94 ;,':1ich dis-

ap~ears b~ fission. T~us a larger quantity of light elements, if pre-

• <)!1'0 sont 1 ro·1ld slm dorm the neutrons belo 1 the f.'J.ssion threshold of U'--'-)0 

and therefy reduce the neutron contribution of u238 to the chai..'1 reac

tion and impede the growth of the y_uantity of the ele-::1ent 94 in the 

system. In the absence of such light ele ents there is a considerable 

contribution of neutrons due to fission of u238 and, therefore, 'the r .. .,ount 

of 94 produced from u238 11ay considerably exceed the ount of 94 which 

disap;"lea.rs by fission of 94, oO that as a. chain reaction proceeds the 

a .. ount of 94 rapidly increases in the system. 

Large quantities of heat liberated in the chain reaction can be 

dissi"!)ated accord'ng to this invention in such a chain rec.ction by using 

as a cooling 1nedium He at high pressure or a low .nelt..:..ng heavy metal or 

alloys of lo•,,• melting heav:;- metals . Lead or bis....'"'l1lth and alloys o!: lead 
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nnd and bismuth may serve accordinz to t'l-tis 

ma~r also serve us c. stabl.llzing aeent . 

ele"uents are roducod bot 1 fro the bis~ut"' contained 

in the cooling 1 t 1uid if biS'!lUth or bisi::iuth alloy L used as a cooling 

ned·um. One of thGse ractioactive elements producet fro"ll ur miuxn is 

element 94239 d as chain rec ctlon continuos the .uantity of t 1is ele-

ment re£lent incr~ -"'S A.s the c~ain re·'"ction is being 11...Uo O(i run. 

:rter c rtain length of o,,er.:1tion the ch in can bo shut of.f tmd the 

circul '2tion o" the cooling · edium can be maintained for a :f'u:rth.er period 

of tL e. 

In the absence of lig11t element interact~ng with the c;1ain re

acting m s< t'1e neutrons which f'orm the links of the chain in the c· nin 

re~-ction are not slo ;od do'lm to ther.:nal energies. Con. --1uently, the 

tbte ( ) Nhich ela~sos bet een two successive generations of neutrons 

is ver"uc s nall, :_Jractically zero. For t:1is reason, it has been thought 

t• ut it is not possible to stf:;.bilize a c>ain reaction of thls type.. T is 

has been t 110ught or the follov · ng reason: In order to maint::...in a chain 

reaction in '1 9otentiaJ.l;r c.u1in reacting :c-t~ ss, one has to set up condi

tions so as to bg very close to the critical di~:1en.sions in order to '1ave 

the chain reaction going at an appreciable rnte. A small devit tion from 

these critical dimensions in the sense of exces<llne t .e criticL:I-1 dimen

sions would lead, it '1as been thought, to an exceedh.gly rapid rise of 

the intensity of the chain ret.ction, :.o1akiug it impoosible to have ,1ochanical 

controls ~~: lch would res11ond sufficiently _ast to stabilize such '· fast 

neutron chain reaction. According to this inv ~ntion such a stnbilization 

of the fast neutron roact i.on is possible and methods for st bilizin.-;; the 

re_ction v:ill be described further below. 
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In order to understun" thi~, 

a.rP. • 110 c' · f rent l<..inds of critic··l 

e tot"'l n u.tron eru ··sian includlne t 1e aelayeJ be-

c > es ivcr ent, 11.d a larger ove at h.:.ch th~ spontf"meo;t,_ neut-ron 

e i::mio" alon9 i'· su.f iciem; to make the '",ction rliver-g n·· . If one 

o l'-"rat s t' e ile slightly • . .:J'~OV the a, - ler of these t-no VHlues but 

considerabl v bolo\ the larger of these two values t 1en the intensity 

of t w c1ain re."'.ction ritL::.. exponentially vd.th tlmo at t 1e .rute which 

is )ractlc":.lly independent. oi life time ( ) or tle fast neutrons in 

the chain resct..~.."1,15 mn.ss and is deter;nined by the time con:3t nt of the 

ueluyed neutro emission 

One way of stabilizing the chain reaction is to introcuce into 

the chain reacting :mass near the center o that ma<Js a certain quantity 

of liquid bit-nnut or lead or <:.. lead bismuth alloy 'lhenevor the intensity 

of t'1e chain l'e ction increH.ses n.nd to v-:ithdra lirluid w'mn t. .e intensity 

or the c!:luin reactio! dec P.uses . t e call about 1/e of t e volume of t 11o 

cl1ain reactingrrnss, w'1.ich is closest to th.e center of the chain reacting 

mass, t~a core of the chain reacting mas::; . Stabilization c<m be effec• 

by ve.ryiv.g the anou.nt of liquid bis::nut~1 in the cor of t 1e ch~..in re·.cct ing 

ass in such a e.nner th"t ·1 quantit:t o ~ bicmuth or le-".<1 U!1 to 1/5 o.f the 
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me.sn of the coro c~ 1 be pus .od in or 

inteusit) of the l'"Cl.Ction is t o hi~h 

t .if' ·ay of regu.latl:r th-' ch, in 

the c 1n.tn reacting s v 1ich h · 

di aete.r · td 1e:l.g 1t . 42, 4' ~ etc . , arc orm ith 

t i(' t<m.k 44 cc un.ica+ 1.ng • :/~ton. _ 1 .lectrod;rnazr · (; )1 p AS is in-

s · :..;llec! bet· .en t 1e tan.k -14 ' 1c~ the tubes, 41., 4.5 . If thi~ pu11p is out 

of action th level of t 10 lic1uid mat. .. 1..l in tank At;, a.n1 i the com.muni-

c tLr:1g steel tub<>s i at equal he· rht at about the un er bOlmdary of 

the co:::-e of tho chain re .. ctin unit. In order to st u-t the ch.:1iu r· action, 

-1-' " e elect.roc'l:,-"11'' ic UD. is put intc -1ction ttrHi th~ lis_n.td bismuth is 

partially .:. thdru ·n from the core of tho cl1tin reaction U..'li t . Equip-

ment to the garn.r:1a or neutron rnd.tation or both which emanate from the 

nile i<• US8d to control the -voltage 1..1._;1 lied to the electrodyna:n :_c .. ump 

in ~.nch a. mani"ler thc.t when the rad.L1tlon is inc •e sed, the ITlm.?l a- tb1e 

in decreased and the bi,;::muth flo ;s i'rom t:1e tank under the rlion of 

gravity into the core oT' the c'1ain reacting unit and TI~um the radit.tion 

decrea es the voltage on t,he electrodynamic pump is so changed as to 

incren.se the pu Jping tillC so th .. t the lLtuid metal flm s out of the core 

o1. the chain reaction unit into tl1e tan~ 4•1 . T. e liqui 45 to .urds t 1e 

tanl< 44, a small frn.ction flo~Is b~ck through the cooler 46 , to the low 

pressure l!ld of the electrodynamic pump. T.t·ms, e'ren · f the miscibility 

of the liq-~ici. in the tank is statlonary, there is u constant flor: of 

the liquid t 1rough the pump 45 and the cooler 46 ·which provides for t. e 

~oollng of the pQ~ 45. 
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In the fol o ng, the wor ure.niu.n i~l: be u -· :.Uloys, the 

ain com :-.nt of hich is u258 . 

In Fi1~ . 1 , 1 i"' a 1.ranium rod 1 em. din.z:rter <md about 

~ o 5 net~rs lo·..,a. 2 i~ at in-"11 d steel tube- ichrove s the 

uranium rod 1 (not in H cooling) . 5 is a steel ")lug t the end. of the 

ura.ni :m1 rod. T' e.,~ t ·o steel nl ~s seal the urnni 1m rod in such ·a.y 

to nrevent access of t}1"' cooling medium to the uranium. 5 is a steel 

rod about 25 en long :hich supports the ·eight of the long ura.'liun rod. 

Urn.nium ro s of the tY!1e shown in Fig . 1 are a.rr nged in the form of a 

lattice shov.n in Fig. 2a and 2b. As 'l~ic.-;tcd by _;ig . ::a, o. cert!:iin 

a: o nt of space is left ~ree beh1eon the urani' rods 'llhic , in the 

o...,erating chain reJ.ction unit, is .filled ith He or a liquid metal . 

Fig~ 5a and 5b show cylindrical ta.~ 10 of about ~1ual di~~eter 

and height . The cylindrical space 11 inside the tank is fillerl by a 

lattice of uranium rods of the tj 1 e sl1ov:n in Fig . 2. Three urc:mi 

rods, 12, 1~. and 14, are only actually shown in Fig . 3,. Through the 

tube 15 ·Ie or liquid bismuth flm.s into u space between the upoer cover 

of the tank s.nd the steel plate 17. The cooling agent flo-r>'S ns indicated 

'by t.he arrov;:J raclitilly to;"ards tho periphery of the tank and enters the 

lattice of urn..rnun rods at the top. Here the cooling agent i'lows to ards 

the axis of the arrangement ~nd f".lmm dmvnward into space lei't frco by the 

urani'U.I!l rods~ At the bottoL'l the cooling agent flo·ws again to¥· d<' the peri

-:Jhery lwre it flows t~.trough a number oi' channels like channel 18 in t,he 

steel cylinder 19 into the space between the steel plate 20 ru1d the bottom 

of the tank 21. 
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ThB steel plate 17 ~olas the 

of steel roa::. like t 1e t el rod 25, ~.lnch fits i 'to the bore 24 in 

Fig . 1. Steel lute 17 is su norte by a steel colunn 25 <J.."ld other 

similar ste ,l colur.m.s which are E.ho••n in Fig. 5b . 



~.~ 
This inve3tigatien concerns a potentially chain reacting system 

which comprises a quantity of an element like uranium which undergoes 

fission under the action of fast neutrons but does not undergo fission 
~,_ 

under the action of slow neutrons1 (~ element will be called tfle ~ 

element of the first category,) and a quantity of an element like u235 

or element 94239 or u233 which is capable of undergoing fission under 
{~~~~~.a rJ-<.- ~~ 

the action of slow neutrons. If a chain reaction is maintained in a 
~-CJ.~__) 

system which contains j;. ~quantity of such elements, an element 

of the second category is produced from the element of the first category 

by the capture of neutrons which have been slowed down below the fission 

threshold of the element of the first category. As the chain reaction 

progresses, a larger quantity of an element of the second category may 

be formed from the element of the first category than is lost through 

fission of the elements of the second category. 

According to this invention a chain reaction can be maintained, 

stabilized, and controlled in a system containing such a reactive ~ 
~ ~ not necessary to slow down the neutrons which form the 

links of the chain reaction by means of some lighter element. The pre-

sence of considerable quantities of light elements within the system 

would on the contrary defeat the purpose of this invention, since it 

would impede the participation of the element of' the first category in 

the reaction. The participation of the element of the first category 

in the reaction is, heweve~, essential f'or the production of a sufficient 

quantitiy of element of the 

reaction. 
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For instance, if we use a m ..xture of u238 and element 94259 

we are faced with the following situation: About two neutrons, perhaps 

sligbtly more, are emitted if an atom of 94 undergoes fission under the 

action of a slow or fast neutron. Of t l1ese neutrons one neutron is needed 

to carry on the chain reaction. A fraction of a neutron leaks out of a 

chain reacting system whereas the remaining fraction of the originally 

emitted neutrons will be captured by u238 and lead to the production 

of a certain quantity of 94239. If we have a system in which the fast 

neutronJemitted in the fission process of the element 94 cannot cause 

much fission in u238 because they are quickly slowed down below the 

fission threshold of u238, the amount of 94 produced from u238 would 

at best just about slightly overcompensate the element 94 which dis-

appears by fission. Thus a larger quantity of light elements, if pre-

sent, would slow dovm the neutrons below the fission threshold of u238 

and thereby reduce the neutron contribution of u238 to the chain reac-

tion and impede the growth of the quantity of the element 94 in the 

system. In the absence of such light elements there is a considerable 

contribution of neutrons due to fission of u238 and, therefore, the amo1mt 

of 94 produced from u258 may considerably exceed the amolmt of 94 which 

disap~ears by fission of 94, so that as a chain reaction proceeds the 

amount of 94 rapidly increases in t he system. 

Large quantities of heat liberated in the chain reaction can be 

dissipated according to this invention in such a chain reaction by using 

as a cooling medium He at high pressure or a lo 

alloys of low melting heavy metals. 
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and bismuth may serve according to this invention as a cooling medium and 

may also serve as a stabilizing agent. Large quantities of radioactive 

elements are produced both from the uranium and from the bismuth contained 

in the cooling liquid if bismuth or bismuth alloy is used as a cooling 

medium. One of these radioactive elements produced from uranium is 

element 94239 and as~~n reaction continues the quantity of this ele-

ment present increases as the chain reaction is being allowed to run. 
~__.-/ 

After a certain length of operation the chail'l/Can be shut off and the 

circulation of the cooling medium can be maintained for a further period 

of time. 

In the absence of light elements interacting with the chain re-

acting mass the neutrons which fonn the links of the chain in the chain 

reaction are not slowed down to thermal energies. Consequently, the 

time ( ~ ) which elapses between two successive generations of neutrons 

is very small, practically zero. For this reason, it has been thought 

that it is not possible to stabilize a chain reaction of this type. This 

has been thought for the follovdng reason: In order to maintain a chain 

reaction in a potentially chain reacting mass, one has to set up condi-

tions so as to be very close to the critical dimensions in order to have 

the chain reaction going at an appreciable rate. A small deviation from 

these critical dimensions in the sense of exceeding the critical dimen-

sions would lead, it has been thought, to an exceedingly rapid rise of 

the intensity of the chain reaction, making it impossible to have mechanical 

controls which would respond sufficiently fast ~o st ~~ze such a fast , ::-' '{(' 

neutron chain reaction. According to this in ~ tion~fiuch a 1ftabilization 
-,. ~ 

of the fast neutron reaction is possible and ~ethod ~or stab"1izing the 

reaction will be described further below. ~ ~~ ~% 
',~~~~~ 
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In order to understand this, one has to point out that there 

are two different kinds of critical dimensions. A smaller one at which 

the total neutron emission including the delayed neutron emission be-
J~___..J 

comes divergent, and a larger one at which the ~ron 

emission alone is sufficient to make the action divergent. If one 

operates the pile slightly above the smaller of these two values but 

considerably below the larger of these two values then the intensity 

of the chain reaction rises exponentially with time at the rate which 

is practically independent of life time ( ?:- ) of the fast neutrons in 

the chain reacting mass and is determined by the time constant of the 

delayed neutron emission · 

One way of stabilizing the chain reaction is to introduce into 

the chain reacting mass near the center of that mass a certain quantity 

of liquid bismuth or lead or a lead bismuth alloy whenever the intensity 

of the chain reaction increases and to withdraw liquid when the intensity 

of the chain reaction decreases. We call about 1/8 of the volume of the 

chain reactingmass, which is closest to the center of the chain reacting 
(k.t~ 

mass, the core of the chain reacting mass. Stabilization ca~ be effected 
--~~ 

by varying the amount of liquid bismuth -t-Lri- the core of the chain reacting 

mass in such a manner that a quantity of bismuth or lead up to 1/5 of the 
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mass of the core can be pushed in or withdrawn according to whether the 

intensity of the reaction is too high or too low. Fig. 4 illustrates 

this way of regulating the chain reaction. In Fig. 4, 41 indicates 

the chain reacting mass which has a shape of a cylinder of about equal 

diameter and height. 42, 43, etc., are steel tubes which form with 

the tank 44 a communicating system. An electrodynamic pump 45 is in-

stalled between the tank 44 and the tubes, 42, 43. If this pump is out 

of action the level of the liquid metal in tank 44 and in the communi-

eating steel tubes is at equal height at about the upper botllldary of 

the core of the chain reacti~Q~it. In order to start the chain reaction, 

the electrodynamic pump is put into action and the liquid bismuth ~-~~ _/ 

partially withdrawn from the core of. the chain reaction unit. Equip
" · . ·/.~ __) 

menWotC gamma or neutron radiation or both which emanate from the ~·f---

~ is used to control the voltage applied to the electrodynamic p~ 

in such a manner that when the radiation i~ increased, the pumping .::tim& ¢?bi.., a,f. 
.t~~~/ 

is decreased and the bismuthjf'IOWsrrom the tank under the a::tion of 

gravity into the core of the chain reacting unit and when the radiation 

decreases the voltage on the electrodynamic pump is so changed as to 
~ 

increase the pumping ~so that the liquid metal flows ou of the core,~ 
r;J~~ ~ ,:u~~tf 

of the chain reaction unit into the tank 44 • ..::!;I!:fte liquif'45 towards the 

tank 44, a small fraction flows back through the cooler 46, to the low 
L;.f- ~ 

pressure @nd of the electrodynamic pump. Thus, even if the ra1 sdiioili-6-y 

of the liquid in the tank is stationary, there is a constant flow of 

the liquid through the pump 45 and the cooler 46 which provides for the 

cooling of the pump 45. 
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~~~~ 
uranium will be used for alloys, the In the following, the word 

main component of which is u238. 

In Fig. 1, 1 is a u-anium rod of about 1 em. diamter and about 

2 or 5 meters long. 2 is a thin-walled steel tube which rovers the 
~~/ 

uranium rod 1 (not in He cooling). 
~4~ 

5 ~steel plug')at the endSof the 

uranium rod. These two steel plugs seal the uranium rod in such a way 

to prevent access of the cooling medium to the uranium. 5 is a steel 

rod about 25 em long which supports the weight of the long uranium rod. 

Uranium rods of the type sho m in Fig. 1 are arranged in the form of a 

lattice shown in Fig. 2a and 2b. As indicated by Fig. ~a, a certain 

amotunt of space is left free between the uranium rods which, in the 

operating chain reaction unit., is filled with He or a liquid metal • 
• !?---

Fig. 5a and 3b show cylindrical tank 10 of about equal diameter 

and height. The cylindrical space 11 inside the tank is filled by a 

lattice of uranium rods of the type shovm in Fig. 2. Three uranium 

rods, 12, 15, and 14, are only actually shovm in Fig. 5. Through the 

tube 15 He or liquid bismuth flows into a space between the upper cover 

of the tank and the steel plate 17. The cooling agent flows as indicated 

by the arrows radially towards the periphery of the tank and enters the 

lattice of uranium rods at the top. Here the cooling agent flows towards 

the axis of the arrangement and flows dmmward into space left free by the 

uranium rods. At the bottom the cooling agent flows again tovrards the peri-

phery where it flows through a number of channels like channel 18 in the 

steel cylinder 19 into the space between the steel plate 20 and the bottom 

of the tank 21. 
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Finally the cooling agent leaves the tank through tube 22. 

The steel plate 17 holds the uranium rods in place by means 

or steel rods like the steel rod 25, which fits into the bore 24 in 

Fig. 1. steel plate 17 is supported by a steel column 25 and other 

similar steel columns which are shovm in Fig. 5b. 
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